
Colégiul National Emil Racovita de Cluj (Romania) 

72 students supervised by Ariana-Stanca Văcărețu,
Alexandrina Cruceru, Valentina Vasilescu, Adrian Magdaș,

Vasile Andrea, Felicia Marincaș, Ioana Nendrean, Anca
Lăpuștea and followed by Adela Lupescu (Universitatea Babeş

– Bolyai, Cluj-Napoca)

High School Altitude Briançon (France)

40 students supervised by Hubert Proal Mickaël Lissonde
Pierre Granouillet, William Faux, Noëlle Trovato and Stephan
Colas and followed by Camille Petit (University of Fribourg -

Switzerland) and Yves Papegay (INRIA Sophia Antipolis -
France)

Common scientific communications

Mathematical understanding through different
languages  

Volunteer  students  from  both  high  schools  are
working  on  topics  proposed  by  researchers  in
mathematics.  They  exchange  their  ideas  in
seminars,  they  present  their  results  during  the
conference and prepare their work for publication. 
This is also an opportunity for young people to meet
and talk with researchers and enhance their work in
various scientific events.

http://matlanproject.weebly.com/

MatLan
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languages through research and
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Learning mathematics and languages through
research and cooperation: 

research work on common issues

exchange of ideas, methods, results ...

meetings between high schools

joint presentations at conferences or other
scientific events

the drafting of common items

Topics list

- Fem
We have a two-letter alphabet: B
(bud) and F (stem) We define two
rules:
B   F[+B][-B]FB and F   FF
Study what happens when we start
with a B.

- Modelling plant growth
Study tree leaves, flowers 
or snail shells to propose a 
model of evolution of the 
L-type systems.

- The bicycle wheel
Imagine a shaped serrated
road. What shape should
we give to the bike wheels
for the rider not to notice
this problem? 

- Mancala
Understand how to 
formalize the course of 
Mancala game in order to 
program it, and how we 
define strategies to 
implement the behavior of 

a player.

- The paradox of Braess
Model the flow of 4000 
cars on two routes and 
determine the distribution 
that minimizes the average 
time.

- Counting boars
How to count wild boar
population over a large
area?

- Image Processing
What happens when we 
change an image several 
times according to the 
same process? 

- Dating the lichen
How to use the lichen
growth to date certain
events.

- Athletics
Is there a link between the world records in running 
over all "official" distances  (100m, 200m, 
400m, ..., half marathon, marathon, 100km)?


